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Discussion Guide
No Shirt. No ShoeS. No Problem.
CoNNeCtiNg: 
45 minutes 
(the following questions are intended to provide your group with a way 
of connecting with one another so that you might partner in the work god 
is doing in your lives.)
•   in what ways did god move in your life this week? in 

what ways did you respond to him?
• what was your biggest challenge this week? in what 

ways, if any, did you invite god into this challenge?
• how honest have you been with us? (graciously 

thank group members for their honesty if they state 
they have held back.)

gettiNg Started: 
10 minutes

• in relationships with people, is there a level of 
messy that is too messy? could you elaborate?     

diviNg iNto the text:
60 minutes 
 (the following questions are intended to provide your group with a 
simple road map through the text. feel free to use these questions in ways 
that best fit your group and the dynamics of your own meeting.)

• using the notes, talk about the purpose of 
genealogies in scripture.  

• using the notes, discuss the point matthew 
seems to be trying to make with his genealogy.  

• some have argued that with his genealogy, 
matthew is saying that god’s redemptive 

movement is about making messy people part 
of what he is doing. read luke 2.1-15 and 
matthew 2.1-2 aloud. in what ways, is this 
intention of god part of these christmas 
narratives?  

• would you say the people of god view this 
intention of god as positive or negative? why 
might you answer in this manner? 

• read luke 15.1-2 aloud. how did the people 
of god view this redemptive intention of god 
in practice? do you see similar responses among 
god’s people today? why might this be the case?  

• what might it take for god’s people to view 
god’s redemptive intention to make messy people 
part of what he is doing in a positive light? what 
might it take for them to join him in what he is 
doing? what might it look like to lean into these 
areas with god?  

• consider taking some time as a group to make 
room for god with prayer, inviting him into the 
areas of your hearts which need to be addressed.  

CoNtext aNd baCkgrouNd
GenealoGies

the keeping of genealogies, the tracing of kinship 
lines, was an important practice for the jewish people 
(1 chronicles 1-9). while the practice of creating 
genealogies was not foreign to ancient near-eastern 
cultures—the sumerian, assyrian, and babylonian 
kings all kept extensive genealogies—the ancient 
jews kept genealogies for the common person, a unique 



practice in that context. the specific reasoning behind 
this practice has been lost, but when one considers 
the various genealogies found in the old testament 
(genesis, numbers, 1 chronicles, ezra, nehemiah, and 
ruth), at least three reasons for the practice can be 
deduced. genealogies appear to have been kept in order 
to ensure the rightful possession of lands, a practice 
which makes sense because land was god’s lasting 
gift to his people. genealogies were kept to trace 
bloodlines which were important for certain roles like 
the priesthood (ezra 2.59-63; nehemiah 7.61-65). 
finally, genealogies helped the jews maintain a sense 
of ethnic and cultural heritage as a special people.  
people often criticize the ancient genealogies found 
in scripture, noting they do not hold up to modern 
historical standards. however, within their day, 
these genealogies were constructed properly. ancient 
genealogies were never intended to provide an 
“accurate” list of every family member. genealogies 
were constructed to make a specific point about a 
person’s heritage.  
genealogies traced one’s heritage through male heads 
of family. however, not every male was important. 
therefore, some names fall out of genealogies because 
they are unrecognized or unimportant people. one 
might even leave out a name because it referenced an 
infamous family member. this might be done for social 
or political reasons. as long as the line was kept 
in-tact with proper preceding male heads, by ancient 
standards, the genealogy was correct.  
second, genealogies were often altered (condensed) 
for memorization purposes. a good example of this 
is matthew’s genealogy of jesus in matthew 1. 
this genealogy makes use of the number 14 as a 
memorization tool. however, when one compares 
this genealogy to luke’s genealogy (luke 3), one 
finds differences in the progression of the names, 
particularly in the period of the exile. these differences 
are not mistakes but indications of the intentional 
selection that went into constructing a genealogy. 
luke’s source for his genealogy was not concerned 
with a memorization device, and so different family 
heads were chosen. however, in the historical context, 
both were correct.  
perhaps the greatest example of intentional selection 
used to create a genealogy is seen in the intentional 
inclusion of women and infamous relatives in 

matthew’s genealogy. no fewer than five women, each 
associated with some form of sexual indecency, and the 
worst king in the history of judah (manasseh) are all 
intentionally included. clearly, matthew was seeking to 
make a point about the life and ministry of jesus he is 
about to relate in the way he constructed this genealogy 
at the beginning of his gospel. therefore, care should 
be taken when considering the genealogies found in 
scripture, because upon careful reflection, insights can 
be gained into the author’s meaning and intent for the 
larger passage. 

the text
matthew 1.1-17: The Good. The Bad. The UGly. 
matthew begins his gospel with a genealogy tracing the 
lineage of jesus back to abraham, the recipient of god’s 
blessing and promise (genesis 12.1-3). this genealogy 
is constructed using a memorization device which limits 
the generations to 14 across 3 sections, putting king 
david and the exile at the center of the genealogy, both 
key turning points in the life of the hebrew people. like 
most ancient genealogies, the lineage of jesus is traced 
through male family heads. however, unlike most ancient 
genealogies, no fewer than five women are included as 
well as at least one family member of ill-repute.  
the first woman is tamar, the daughter-in-law of judah, 
the son of jacob (matthew 1.3). judah gave tamar to 
his son er, but er died due to his wickedness in god’s 
sight. therefore, following the practice of levirate 
marriage, the practice of a brother raising up a son in his 
deceased brother’s name, judah gave tamar to his second 
son onan. however, onan refused to raise up a son in 
er’s name, a reluctance which brought about his demise. 
the youngest son of judah, shelah, was too young to 
wed, so he was promised to tamar upon his coming of age, 
but this never took place. desperate to raise up a son, 
tamar dressed as a prostitute and seduced her father-in-
law judah so that she might have a child (genesis 38). 
the second woman is rahab (matthew 1.5). rahab was 
a citizen of jericho, a prostitute by trade. when joshua 
sent spies to jericho, they stayed at her house. sanitized 
versions of this story have the spies hiding at her house to 
avoid the authorities. however, these men clearly did a 
poor job of hiding their whereabouts (joshua 2.2-3). it 
is more likely that these men were visiting rahab because 
of her trade. however, she protected the spies and was 
rewarded with the sparing of her life (joshua 2). 



the third woman is ruth the moabitess. ruth was 
married to the son of an israelite who had fled a 
famine with his family to moab during the period of the 
judges (ruth 1). every male in the family died leaving 
ruth, her sister-in-law orpah, and her mother-in-
law naomi to fend for themselves. ruth returned to 
israel with naomi a foreigner, unwelcomed according 
to god’s law. the moabites were not to be welcomed 
into god’s people for at least 10 generations because 
of how they had treated the israelites during their 
wilderness wanderings (deuteronomy 23.3). 
however, she caught the attention of boaz, a kinsmen 
redeemer and later married him. however, the 
language of the text (ruth 3.8-14) seems to indicate 
that ruth may have seduced boaz into having sexual 
relations with her on his threshing floor which may 
account for his willingness to redeem and marry her 
even though she was a moabite. verse 8 in particular 
can be read as ruth initiating sexual intimacy with a 
drunken boaz! 
the fourth woman is uriah’s wife, bathsheba. while 
mentioned, her name seems to be somewhat offensive 
and therefore she is mentioned indirectly. her name 
might have been considered offensive during matthew’s 
time because bathsheba had an illicit affair with king 
david which resulted in an unplanned pregnancy which 
led to the murder of bathsheba’s husband, uriah, by 
david (2 samuel 11). however, bathsheba is at a 
minimum a willful conspirator in these actions through 
her silence. therefore, she is not only an adulterer but 
a murderer.  
the fifth woman is mary, the mother of jesus. mary 
was a peasant who lived in the village of nazareth, 
a village in galilee, a hotbed of political sedition and 
religious impurity among the common people. upon 
the announcement of the angel gabriel, mary became 
pregnant with jesus, by the holy spirit, before she 
was married (luke 2). however, this reality brought 
about the accusation of sexual misconduct (matthew 
1.18-25), an accusation which seems to have followed 
jesus throughout his life in his hometown. in nazareth 
people called him mary’s son, not joseph’s son. to do 
so indicates they perceived his birth to be illegitimate 
(mark 6.1-4). 
interestingly, the common thread tying each of these 
women together is the thread of sexual immorality, 

either the accusation or the actual practice. sexual 
immorality was understood to be a serious sin within 
jewish society. in the male-dominated world, the 
unfaithfulness of a woman was understood to be an insult 
of the highest order to her husband. further, within the 
context of the jewish faith, sexual immorality stood 
against god’s creative intentions for people, intentions 
which included the giving of sex as a means of helping 
people understand the union god desired with his people. 
if sexual misconduct was not enough, these women also 
bear the burdens of being foreigners and widows, with 
murder thrown in for good measure. however, they are 
part of jesus’ lineage, intentionally included. the reason 
for their inclusion may become clear when one considers 
the inclusion of king manasseh (matthew 1.10). 
manasseh was king of judah for 55 years, and perhaps 
the single worst king in the history of the jewish people. 
he was so wicked that he not only reversed the spiritual 
good done by his father hezekiah, but he led the people of 
judah so far astray that his leadership tipped the scales 
of justice moving god to send the people of judah into 
babylonian exile (2 kings 21.1-18). if one was seeking 
to construct a genealogy which pointed to a spiritual 
or kingly pedigree, manasseh is one name to leave out. 
however, he was included, on purpose.  
it appears that matthew constructed this genealogy and 
placed it at the beginning of his gospel to make a point. 
what point? with the inclusion of these 6 characters, 
one strong possibility is that matthew was trying to say 
that jesus and his ministry was about including those 
who would otherwise be left out because of their identity 
or action. this is a truth which readily became clear in 
jesus’ birth (luke 2.8; matthew 2.1) and his ministry 
(matthew 9.9-13; luke 15). however, this movement 
to include those otherwise excluded was difficult to 
accept, particularly by those who were religious (luke 
15; matthew 9.9-13). matthew was one of those 
included by jesus, and he may have sought to hand off 
this gospel-truth to the community of faith which he led.  

real life with blake:
christmas is the gospel. christmas is the beginning of 
the end of the world as we know it. that sounds good, 
until i begin to experience its realities. one of the most 
painful of these realities is the inclusion of the outcast. 
jesus came to include the outcast. christmas marked the 



invites him into what he is doing and the story ends. in this 
there is hope, because i am that son and my story is not yet 
written. by god’s grace, it can still turn out well. 

real life with You:
at christmas, we celebrate the beginning of the gospel, the 
beginning of the end of the world as we know it. but what 
exactly are we celebrating? with the genealogy in matthew, 
we see that we are celebrating god’s desire to begin bringing 
people far from him, messy people close to make them family. 
yay! people far from god can come near. rejoice. . .unless 
you are one of the family members already sitting at god’s 
table. when this is who you are, it becomes quickly apparent 
that when god brings messy people near to be family, he brings 
them as they are, messy, and we are now all family. one big, 
not so happy, messy family. you see, to be family means i 
bear responsibility in real ways to my family members, even 
my messy family members. that sounds fine in theory. it is 
harder in practice because to deal with mess puts an end to the 
world as we know it. what happens when the messy person 
brought near is part of the lgbt community? what happens 
when the messy person brought near is a refugee or illegal 
immigrant? what happens if the messy person brought near 
is an offender or our enemy? suddenly our world changes. 
our comfort, financial and material resources, our attention, 
our reputation and so much more all are brought to bear in 
reaching to family and this is hard because we don’t like to 
share. we are happy to have people at the table so long as we 
don’t have to give up what we already have. to share is hard 
enough. to celebrate having to share is another story entirely. 
how do we get to the point that christmas is a celebration 
of messy people coming to our table to be family, forcing us 
to share what is on the table? we don’t do it with grit. we 
don’t have enough. we do it by moving through advent. we 
do it by hearing the comforting call of god which tells us we 
are cared for but he is headed out to wilderness places to find 
those who live there. we are not forgotten. we have what 
we need but we are part of something bigger (isaiah 40.1-5). 
this week, consider pondering isaiah 40.1-5, consider making 
space for god to affirm that he has cared for you and that 
because we have what we need we can make room at the table.  
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beginning of that movement. it is hard to miss that this 
is part of what god intended to do as shepherds and magi 
are some of the first to bear witness to christ’s birth. we 
have a sanitized version of magi and shepherds because we are 
separated by 2,000 years of history. think of it this way. if 
jesus was to be born today, the angel would have announced 
his birth to a gathering of the crips and tarot card readers 
who would have been the first to bring him gifts. again, that 
sounds ok, until you realize that they stayed crips and tarot 
card readers. that’s the point matthew made in his genealogy 
of jesus. with christmas, god was about including messy 
people, and he wasn’t worried about them staying messy 
people. this reality showed up in jesus’ ministry. jesus had a 
bad habit of welcoming people of bad character and reputation 
and making them family (matthew 9.9-13), and at least in 
the immediate future, they stayed people of bad character and 
reputation. it is here that the problem lies. you see, if this is 
what jesus is about, then it is what the gospel is about. it is 
what i am to be about, and i don’t know if i want to be about 
that.  
i am all about people far from god coming near to god. i just 
want them to clean up first. i am not all that comfortable 
with mess. not only am i not comfortable with mess, but when 
you invite mess to be family, you intentionally commit yourself 
to being part of the mess in a very real way. let me bring 
this into real life. in my family, we have several people from 
the lgbt community. one recently decided to get married, 
and they sent us an invitation. quick. what do you do? the 
common response among god’s people is to say, “i can’t go. 
it would condone it.” however, when i look at the trajectory 
of god’s purposes in the mission and ministry of jesus, i don’t 
see how that can be the answer. jesus drew near to messy 
people and made them family and committed himself to their 
mess. you do the math any way and it isn’t comfortable. it 
becomes increasingly uncomfortable when the messy person is 
the refugee, the criminal, the enemy. what does it look like to 
welcome these people to our table, into our family and commit 
to their mess? let’s go a step further. what does it look like 
to celebrate that this is the heart of christmas? yikes! it is 
hard enough to imagine doing it begrudgingly, but to celebrate 
that this is wonderful, something god came to do? somedays i 
can’t even begin to wrap my mind around it.  
i think the hope i find is in the gospels, particularly in jesus’ 
parable of the prodigal son. in this parable, the son who 
stayed home acts like him. he struggles with welcoming mess 
into the family, but the invitation of the father is given to him. 
the father loves him and doesn’t give up on him, but lovingly 


